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Jogging/running:
the big difference
By PAUL MINGAY
WHAT’S the difference between jogging and
running? Or between running and training?
Or between training and racing? Who knows?
Who cares?
Well, I doubt that many club members are very
happy to be called ‘joggers’, but do you care if you are
running, training or racing? Well, you should do!
I think the difference between jogging and
running is all about the effort you put in rather than the
speed you run at, and it’s much the same between
training and racing – a race is an extra special effort at
what you have (hopefully!) been training for.
However, I think there is a much more
important difference between running and training.
As runners we all like to go out in the fresh air
and enjoy the positive effects of running, either at the
time or after we’ve finished.
Most of us would like to run ‘better’ – be that

further, faster or just with less effort. Early in your
running career the improvement comes pretty easily
(although it might not feel like it at the time) as your
strength and stamina build up, and every race seems to
bring a PB.
You can still improve by small amounts for quite
a long time by continuing to do the same thing, but
eventually progress becomes much harder and you have
to start being more organised about your running.
Then it gets even worse as you get older (and
more bitter), as you also have to fight the decline. What
you need is a plan.
And there’s the difference between running and
training – having (and following) a plan for how you
are going to get from how you are running now to how
you would like to run. A running schedule will over time
help you steadily progress as a runner, in a way that
randomly going for a few runs will not.

* AT LAST SPRING IS HERE! Bluebells don’t quite work in a black and white photo, but you get the idea.
Tina and the Beagles training group (plus guests) having fun in the woods on a recent Tuesday evening.

